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KxT1u doctrines and in the preek. I cannot ;u say that I see much done for

the cause of Christ in giving students a good bit of Hebrew and OT* study iR If

there is not a very thorough foundation in Greek and NT* principles. For us

simply to give a foundation in emItics and then send students on to an

unbelieving school somewhere to take advanced work can in the end do more harm than

good. Thinking along this line, though, if students are to take the N.A. in OT°

and then to go gut on, then lit becomes tremendously important that they get a

very good foundation in the errors of the criticism. Therefore I would feel that

I question to ict1t quite an extent the value of the M.A. in OT°, but would

think that a good bit of time might ku well be given to thinking of how best

to prepare students who are going on for advanced work in Segitics. Great emphasis

on Greek and NT', and also on AZZZZ apologetics on the dependability of

the OT° and the errors of the higher criticism is extremely important. Whether

this can be done within the number of hours for an xx*x M.A. I am very skeptical.

It seems to me that it is very important that the faculty should emphasize

writing for scholarly journals and for popular journals. It would L[
names

tremendously greatly benefit the seminary to have the/ of the faculty become
names of the members of the fa

xtxp*pie

known to people through articles of both kinds that they would write, and it would

also have a increase the influence our influence for the things that we

consider vital. I personally feel I made a great mistake in not starting years ago

to send suggested articles to magazines of both types. Practically every thing

I have done in this line has been in response to a specific request from the

magazine and I believe this has been a great mistake on my part. I would like

strongly to urge every member of the faculty to work in the direction of getting

good material, beneficial to the Christian world, into publication in a wider spheere.
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